Crozz line

An optimal cart for every purpose
Croz product line

Modern medical cart
The Crozz line has been created by industrial designers in close consultation with the users. Combined with our years of experience in producing wheeled furniture for medical use, this product line guarantees years of satisfaction and reliable use.

The Crozz line is composed of carefully selected materials, with which a high-quality and robust product line has been designed.

Crozz models
An overview has been included below of all the available models from the Crozz line, each in a random configuration. The model and the required tray width can be selected depending on your purpose. Accessories can easily be added to the modular set-up. The cart can be put together to customer specifications integrating all the required functions.

<table>
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</tr>
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Crozz product line

Crozz product line

The Crozz line has been created by industrial designers in close consultation with the users. Combined with our years of experience in producing wheeled furniture for medical use, this new and elegant product line guarantees years of satisfaction and reliable use.

The Crozz line is composed of carefully selected materials, with which a high-quality and robust product line has been designed. Accessories can easily be added to the modular set-up. The cart can be put together to customer specifications integrating all the required functions.

Crozz-one

This cart was developed for setting up flat panel monitors. The Crozz-one is therefore especially suitable for side monitors during endoscopic examinations and operations for instance. The standard accessories for tube assembly can also be attached (i.e. short lift/swivel arms, bottle brackets, drip stands, scope holders and receptacles) because the cart is based on the Jansen Medicars modular concept. For this reason it is also possible to create configurations for setting-up equipment.

Crozz-two

The Crozz-two is available in three different widths. The basic cart consists of an undercarriage on castors (two of which are fitted with a brake), a worktop, stainless steel tubing connecting the top tray to the undercarriage, a perforated door at the rear, side walls with ergonomically shaped hand grips and an integrated plug frame and cable channel. Various accessories can be added to this cart in line with the Jansen Medicars modular concept.

Crozz-three

The Crozz-three is a wide tray cart developed for configurations with endoscopy equipment with a flexible scope but can also be used for other purposes (as an emergency cart for example). The cart has semi-closed side walls and is available in two widths. The basic cart consists of a closed bottom plate on castors (two have a two-way brake), side walls with hand grips, an integrated plug frame and cable channel and a stainless steel tubing set. Various accessories can be added to this cart in line with our modular concept.

Accessoires

All the carts from the Crozz line are based on our unique modular concept and can therefore be configured for all possible uses. The following groups of accessories are available for the Crozz line:

- Drawers, trays and sliding trays
- Electrical installation (including cables, medical isolation transformers, isolation monitors, medical UPS systems and other medical power supplies)
- Brackets and arms for monitors (from a single pivot to an arm of 175cm)
- Motor Drive System
- Medical monitors and protective covers

Custom work

We can supply custom work at a favourable price if the required configuration or functionality cannot be achieved from the standard assortment.
Jansen Medicars has designed, developed and produced furniture for medical equipment for more than 40 years. Close consultation with hospital specialists and suppliers of medical equipment has resulted in ergonomically designed carts made from materials of the best quality that can withstand the strict demands of medical and public use.

We are capable of supplying custom work because we design and produce our products ourselves. Do you have special requirements in respect to our product assortment? We have the means to fulfil your requirements within a short period. Custom work is supplied in close consultation with the customer and is manufactured, as are all Jansen Medicars products, from the same high-quality materials. Jansen Medicars also supplies accessories and the accompanying equipment for the cart such as lift and swivel arm systems, medical monitors, isolation transformers and motor drive systems.

Would you like more information? Request our technical information sheet or visit our website: www.medicars.com.